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Three Happenin Guys are the greatsest band of all time. 11 MP3 Songs Rock Noise Rock Punk When

are They Going to Set out Acting Wild? Songs Details: Three Happenin Guys are the sterling band of all

time. A pretty unanimous rock sound comes from this band that carries heavy acoustic guitars and

feverish energy to plow through an album of pure emotions. With sonic effects and a grind it out attitude,

this release starts subtle and gains momentum through a more progressive stage before changing moods

and managing to not come off repetitious. Along the lines of most of the new bands updating the '70s

classic rock sounds, different musical realms are explored while staying true to what they do, giving this

release a few legs to stand on and making it worth checking out. J.C. Carnahan Impact Press My name is

Pat and I love "when are they going to start acting crazy."Well, I was just looking around on the noise

section on cdbaby (I'm really into indie pop that doesn't sound like anything anyone's ever heard...real

eclectic stuff) and I came across you're cd. I think I listened to maybe just the first song and decided to

get it for me and a friend of mine (as a welcome home gift) whose been MIA in Hawaii for the past two

years. Already loving the first song (you could only listen to two minutes of it on cdbaby), I was expecting

the same kind of stuff on the rest of the album; I was pleasantly suprised. Your sound is just all over the

place...the first song is very indie pop like something Bright Eyes or The Love Letter Band would do, and

the second song was still kind of the same malancholic style.But the fourth song just knocked me over.

Completely different from the first two songs (which had strings and a big, Wexler sound), "Dry Socket"

was just fast, random, CBGB, early Stooges, Husker Du punk that makes me feel all warm and toasty

inside. The rest of the album is true blue, eclectic indie as well...I think I'm addicted to it...and there's no

patch.It's just so nice to get an album that isn't just ten tracks of the same instrumentals or style...you
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know. I can't wait until your next album comes out...I'll definitly pick it up (I'm sure my friend will want it,

too). Your sound rocks, your cd is still in my car (it's been three weeks and I'm still not tired of it) and your

name is wicked as sin (I guess one of you isn't that happenin...maybe one day). I totally dig your music

and thanks so much for E-mailing me. Maybe sometime you can make it out to Vegas for a show...I'd

definitly bring all of my chums.
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